SIGN UP TO RECEIVE THE LATEST INFORMATION:

RSS FEEDS
Receive regular updates of our new and forthcoming releases. Choose whether you’d like to be notified of Academic, Legal or Tax titles – or all 3.

You can also choose to have these delivered straight to your in-box.

ACADEMIC eBRIEF
Monthly e-Newsletter featuring new and forthcoming releases both local and international, special offers and events.

BOOKSHOP eNEWS
Quarterly e-Newsletter keeping booksellers informed of latest releases and promotions across legal, tax and accounting.

Sign up online here: www.thomsonreuters.com.au or talk to your Account Representative.
The right information in the right hands leads to amazing things.

Thomson Reuters is one of the leading legal publishers in Australia. Formerly Lawbook Co, we began publishing legal information in 1898.

More than 110 years later, we develop and deliver tailored information solutions in a variety of formats, including online, loose-leaf, periodicals, books, CD and journals.

We employ more than 550 staff, with headquarters in both Sydney and Melbourne and sales offices in Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra and Perth for Australia-wide coverage.

We focus primarily on the legal, tax and accounting and corporate markets, creating an impressive range of titles and online services through collaboration with an outstanding line-up of expert authors and contributors.

In this brochure you will find more information about the resources available to lecturers.

More than just textbooks, we provide lecturer supplements to help you reduce your lesson preparation time, online tutorials through mentor to assist you in assessing students, give you access to our online research databases when you prescribe a text or become an author, and can offer custom publishing options if one text just doesn’t cover everything you need.
DISCOUNT POLICY

You are entitled to some fantastic standing discounts on our products.

We understand that for your teaching, research and personal interest you need access to a range of information so are pleased to offer you:

- a discount of 33.3% for domestic books,
- 33.3% for subscriptions, and
- 15% for International books
  (Sweet & Maxwell, West, Carswell)

Terms and conditions apply so please contact your Account Manager for more detail and to order.
Meet Westlaw AU
Your new partner in legal online research.

Westlaw AU is the latest evolution in legal online research, delivering better search options, easier navigation and faster results, as well as everything else you’ve come to rely on from Thomson Reuters’ legal online service:
- expert analysis and opinion from trusted authors
- current and accurate content updated daily
- superior customer support and training.

A partner you can trust.

Find out more today!
Call 1300 133 041
Visit thomsonreuters.com.au/westlawAU
When you choose to prescribe a Thomson Reuters text, you gain access to our online databases and news services alerting you to changes in your subject area, keeping your course material current. You also have supplementary teaching materials provided to you for selected texts.

The online databases available to you are:

**Alert 24** – Alert24 is Thomson Reuters’ news and current awareness daily alerter service. Each email alert provides the latest information on cases, legislation, legal news, diary events, publications, consultations and policy materials.

*Alert24 covers 24 legal, tax, accounting and regulatory topics. You can choose any 2 topics from this service.*

**Research** – You’ll gain access to FirstPoint and The Laws of Australia. FirstPoint is an online case law research tool that provides citation information, reliable summaries of important cases and makes it easy to find similar and related cases. It is the only Australian case law research tool with easy subject-based browsing.

*The Laws of Australia* encyclopaedia states the principles of law, discusses their context in all Australian jurisdictions and provides extensive external referencing to advance your research precisely and efficiently.

**Reports** – Thomson Reuters’ leading law reports collection includes the most extensive range of authorised and specialist reports on a broad range of areas. As part of your adoption you have access to unreported judgments/ Commonwealth Law Reports and one other report series.

Choose from Australian Law Journal Reports, Australian Tax Reports, NSW Law Reports, Local Government and Environmental Reports and more.

Create a custom publication to fit your course.

We know one text might not exactly fit your course outline, which is why we allow you to tailor your own. You can choose from a variety of content, eliminating unnecessary chapters, to ensure the textbook fits your course exactly. You could even include your own notes.

Thomson Reuters’ professional approach to publishing ensures that your book will be expertly finished and bound, with a cover and an ISBN assigned.

We provide custom publications for a number of subject areas, some of which are listed below, and have done so for The University of Sydney, University of Technology, Sydney, Victoria University, Griffith University, RMIT and University of Western Sydney.

Guidelines

- The average time from proposal, to the bookshop and into students’ hands is approximately 9 weeks. Therefore to have your book ready for Semester 1, we would need final details by mid September and for Semester 2, by mid April.
- Custom publications will be considered for courses with a minimum 200 students.

Practice Areas

**Introduction to Law**

Choose chapters from these titles:
- A Practical Guide to Legal Research
- Understanding the Australian Legal System
- Principles and Practice of Australian Law
- Legal Reasoning
- Australian Legal Institutions: Principles, Structure & Organisations
- Law Student Survival Guide: 9 Steps to Law Study Success
- Tradition and Change in Australian Law
- Researching and Writing in Law
- Skills, Ethics and Values for Legal Practice

**Business and Commercial Law**

Choose chapters from these titles:
- A Guide to Business Law
- Business and Law in Australia
- Commercial Law: Commentary and Materials
- Australian Commercial Law

**Contract Law**

Choose chapters from these titles:
- An Introduction to the Law of Contract
- Contract: Cases and Materials
- Principles of Contract Law

**Corporations Law**

Choose chapters from these titles:
- Companies and Securities Law: Commentary and Materials
- Corporations Law: In Principle

More subject areas are available, contact your Account Representative to find out more.

View all chapters and request a quote at thomsonreuters.com.au/academicresources

or speak to us directly, please call Lucas Frederick on (02) 8587 7057 or email tlrp.academic@thomsonreuters.com
LECTURER SUPPLEMENTS

In order to assist our academics with preparation for their courses, we are proud to offer a range of teaching resources to accompany various subjects.

For the titles listed below you will find additional resources such as Answer Guides, PowerPoint slides, mentor and Case Extracts.

Please note: some of these resources are password protected and are ONLY for the use of lecturers.

Please email tlap.academic@thomsonreuters.com to request access.

WHAT IT MEANS TO WRITE FOR THOMSON REUTERS

Publish with Thomson Reuters and you’re publishing with one of the leading legal publishers in Australia. Originally Lawbook Co. which was launched in 1898, we have been publishing ‘intelligent information’ for legal, tax and accounting professionals for 113 years.

As an author, you will gain access to our online databases to assist with your research and keep you up-to-date. This includes access to FirstPoint, The Laws of Australia, online journals, Commonwealth Law Reports and regular news services such as Alert24.

You will benefit from an unrivalled editorial experience – with over 50 years of collective experience in legal book editing, our editors also compile tables, arrange indexes and can verify your citations and references upon request. Our dedication to your success also means that your publication is promoted through our sales team, relevant conferences and seminars, on our online catalogue and various printed and electronic product updates. We also seek out and organise book reviews.

To find out more, or to discuss an idea for a new publication, contact npd@thomsonreuters.com
ARE YOU READY TO TAKE YOUR TEACHING TO THE NEXT LEVEL?

Thomson Reuters’ mentor is an online interactive space that supports student learning and excellence in teaching. The philosophy behind mentor is the recognition that interactive engagement is key to achieving good learning outcomes. mentor is freely available to students; access to the lecturer assessment tools are complimentary to lecturers who prescribe our texts.

YOU WILL BE EQUIPPED TO:
• Set tests for your class;
• Customise student assessment modules;
• Place reading lists;
• Set assignments or discussion questions;
• Schedule important due dates in the online calendar; and
• Provide email feedback to your students.

ASK YOUR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE FOR A DEMO TODAY OR TRY OUT THE FOLLOWING MODULES FOR YOURSELF:
• COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS
• CONTRACT
• CORPORATIONS LAW
• GUIDE TO BUSINESS LAW
• INTRODUCTION TO LAW
• TAXATION LAW


RESEARCH HUB

Cut down research time, access ONLY relevant information and develop your understanding in one click!

The research hub is a collection of online resources to help you make the most of your valuable research time. Find a wealth of resources at your fingertips.

Enter the gateway to research success at: www.thomsonreuters.com.au/researchhub